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We use geometric algebra to study the phases of Pauli
and Dirac spinors. It is shown that the dynamic
phase is the intrinsic phase of a Pauli spinor. Us-
ing this insight, we then dene the geometric and
dynamic phases of a Dirac spinor.
1 Introduction
In the study of geometric phases Berry [?] required
an adiabatic, cyclic and unitary evolution. The adia-
batic condition was later removed by Aharanov and
Anandan [?]. The key feature of their work was the
realization that the time integral of the Hamiltonian’s
expectation value gives the dynamic phase. The ex-
tension of the theory to non-unitary and non-cyclic
evolutions was carried out by Samuel and Bhandari
[?]. Finally, the kinematic theory of geometric phases
[?, ?] unies these various extensions into a simple
formalism.
Here we use geometric algebra to analyze the
phases of an electron. We nd that the dynamic
phase is the intrinsic phase of a Pauli spinor. With
the insight gained from this case, we then dene the
geometric phase for a Dirac spinor. There has been





We review the geometric algebra formalism that will
be needed in the sequel. The reader is referred to
[?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?] for a more detailed account. For
two vectors A and B, the vector product is given by
AB = A B +A ^B
where AB = 1=2(AB+BA) is the inner product ofA
and B. For a general multivector C, we let hCi be the
scalar part of C. Then hABi = A  B. The reversal
of all vector products in C, written ~C, is called the
reversion of C.
The space-time algebra is the geometric algebra of
flat Minkowski space-time. It is generated by the vec-
tors fγµg;  = 0; : : : ; 3, satisfying the Dirac algebra
γµ  γν = gµν
= diag(+−−−)
The space-time algebra is a 16-dimensional linear
space spanned by
f1; γµ; (n; in); iγµ; ig
where n = 1; 2; 3, n
:= γnγ0 and i
:= γ0γ1γ2γ3. The
Dirac equation for a spin-1=2 particle of charge e and
mass m is given by (h  1, c  1)
r Di3 − eA D = m Dγ0 (1)
1
where A := γµAµ, r := γµ@µ and
 D = (exp[i])1/2LU
= (exp[i])1/2LU0exp[i3]
L is a Lorentz boost and U is a spatial rotation. The
velocity vector v is dened by
v
:= Lγ0 ~L
The Pauli algebra is the even sub-algebra of the
Dirac algebra. It is spanned by
f1; n; in; ig
The Pauli equation is
_ P i3 =
1
2m
(−r2 P + 2eA  r P i3 + (2)
e2A2 P − eB P3) + eV  P
:= H( P )
where A := nAn, B







The spin vector s is given by
s := U3 ~U
The time derivative of the global dynamic phase for
a Pauli spinor  P is [?]
_ := −
∫
d3xh ~ PH( P )i (3)
3 The Pauli Equation
Here we consider the case of an electron localized at
the origin in a magnetic eld. From (2)
_ P i3 = − e2mB P3 (4)
where
 P = U (5)
= U0exp [i3]
From (5) we see that
h _Ui3 ~Ui = h _U0i3 ~U0i − _ (6)
Using (5) in (4) gives
_U0i3 ~U0 = _− e
m
Bs (7)
The scalar part of (7) is given by
h _U0i3 ~U0i = _− e
m
B  s (8)




B  s (9)
Using (9) in (8) results in
h _U0i3 ~U0i = _− _ (10)
Comparing (10) with (6) we have
_ = −h _Ui3 ~Ui
Since the geometric phase is invariant under a global
gauge transformation, it is given by
_γ = h _U0i3 ~U0i
and  is the total phase.
Notice that the total wavefunction  = U deter-
mines the dynamic phase. If we factor the total phase
 out of U then U0 determines the geometric phase.
Hence, the dynamic phase is the intrinsic phase of
the total wavefunction.
4 The Dirac Equation
Now we dene the local geometric phase for a Dirac
spinor. From (1) it follows that
r Di3 = mγ0 (exp[−i])1/2 ~LU0exp[i3]
+ eA D
Then
v  r Di3 = mv  γ0 (exp[−i])1/2  (11)
~LU0exp[i3] + ev A D
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Letting dierentiation with respect to proper time be
represented by an overdot, (11) becomes
_ Di3 = mv0 (exp[−i])1/2 ~LU0  (12)
exp[i3] + ev  A D
From (12) we have
_ Di3 ~ D = mv0~L~L+ ev Aexp[i] (13)
The scalar part of (13) is given by
cos()h _Ri3 ~Ri = mv20+ cos()ev A (14)
where R := LU0exp[i3] and h~L~Li = v0. Dividing
both sides of (14) by cos() (assumed nonzero), we
have




+ ev  A (15)
:= − _
where  is the local dynamical phase.
From (12) we also have
_ 0i3 ~ 0 = exp[i] _+mv0~L~L (16)
+exp[i]ev A
where  0
:= (exp[i])1/2 LU0. The scalar part of
(16) is
cos()h _R0i3 ~R0i = cos() _+mv20 (17)
+cos()ev  A
where R0
:= LU0. Dividing (17) by cos() and using
(15) we see that
h _R0i3 ~R0i = _− _
Then the local geometric phase is dened as
_γ := h _R0i3 ~R0i
and  is the total phase.
Note that we have identied −h _Ri3 ~Ri as _.
Hestenes [?] has previously interpreted −h _Ri3 ~Ri
as the total phase change _. This change in view-
point may help in the zitterbewegung interpretation
of quantum mechanics.
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